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Answer all questions

Q1

a) Briefly describe tlre following :

i. Raster-ScanDisplays;

ii. Random-ScaIr DisPlaYs.

b) Define the following teims:

i. ModelingCoordinates;

ii. world coordinates;

iii. Normalized Coordinates;

iv. Device Coordinates.

c) Explain DDA (Digital Differential Analyzer) algorilhm to generate straight lines'

B efly explain Advanlages and Disadvaltages of above algorithm-d)



Q2

a) Explain Breshenham's line drawing ajgorithm to gerlelate stEight lines with the slope

than one.

b) Describe how you could use you! algodthm to draw straight tines with all cases of slope.

c) Illustrate Breshenham's line drawing algorithm for the line with endpoints (20, 10)

(30. r 8).

d) Using mid point circle algorithm compute successive points to plot in the display in

to draw the first quafler ofthe circle from x 0 to x=y and radius r:10.

Q3

a) Descibe lhe rctatioz ofa point about origin and aftihary pivot point that would be

in tr^,o dimensional graphics.

b) Illustrate a two dimension tansforDation sequelce to produce rotqtihg at objeat

specified pivot poirt (xI, yr) using the scaling matdx R (o).

c)

lo, r]



Q4

Convert a unit squzJe into a parallelograrn by using composite transformation matix with

Sr= 1, Sz= 2, a- 450.

d) Briefly describe two dimensional viewing transformation pipelines.

a) What is meant by clipping in computer graphics and briefly explain the 3 clipping

Primitive types.

b) Explain the Cohen - Sutherland Line Clipping algorithm.

c) Use the Cohcn - Sutherland Polygol Clipping algorithm to clip th€ polygon given

below

d) Give the equation for three - dimensional rctation about z-axis by ao angle g,

e) Deduce the equations for rotations about x-axis and y-axis from the equations in part (d) by

angles o ard p, respectively.


